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Chairman Tim Hennessey, Chairman Steve Samuelson, and members of the committee, thank you for

the opportunity to submit written testimony on the important issue of financial exploitation of older

adults as addressed in HB 2549. I serve as President and Chief Executive officer of Woodlands Bank

based in Williamsport pA, which is in Rep. Wheeland's district. I also serve as Vice Chairman of the

pennsylvania Association of Community Bankers (PACB) for whom I submit this written testimony.

Community banks share a commitment to excellence in service and a dedication to meeting the

individual needs of our communities and customers. We share the charge of protecting the public trust

asguardians of our customers'financial security. Unfortunately, we have seen many of ourelderly

customers fall victim to various attempts at financial exploitation through no fault of their own.

Financial exploitation has become an epidemic. Now the most common form of elder abuse, it is

reported to cost American seniors over $36 billion per year.1 The amount of reported cases are growing

exponentially and pennsylvania's senior population is exploding. ln its State Plan, published in 2016, the

pennsylvania Department of Aging (PA DOA) projected that Pennsylvania's $Q+ population will rise from

2.9 million in 2016 to 3.5 million in 20202, an increase of 25%'

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) reports that to date, in 2oL7 and 2018 alone, there

have been almost 3,0003 sARs filed in pennsylvania reporting elder financial exploitation. with four

months remaining in 2018, those numbers will only continue to grow.

,,Older adults can become targets of financial exploitation by family members, caregivers, scam artists,

financial advisers, home repair contractors, fiduciaries (such as agents under power of attorney and

guardians), and others."a

Community banks live by the edict, know thy customer, an ideal that goes beyond transactional

interactions, placing a strong emphasis on relationships. Our employees become familiar with our



customers and their families, their accounts and their patterns, so often times it is our employees who

are first to recognize that something has gone awry and that an attempt at financial exploitation is

taking place.

Community banks are in many ways the first line of defense for this vulnerable population. And

accordingly, we put measures in place to protect, defend and serve our senior citizens, who deserve to

mainta in their financial security.

Customereducation and awareness is an importanttool in the prevention and detection of elder

financial abuse. We consistently provide our customers with educational materialto help them

recognize the signs of fraud, types of scams and how to report them or get help.

Due to the highly sensitive nature of our work, we are under extreme regulatory scrutiny and treat these

cases with a high degree of care. Community banks across the Commonwealth have established

standardized training methods and implemented preventative and reporting procedures that in many

cases have stopped these scams from happening and saved senior customers from losing their savings.

Here is an example of an incident at Woodlands Bank:

An elderly man came to the bank with a cashier's check from another local bank asking us to open a new

account. The teller was familiar with the gentlemen so she helped him open the account.

A week later, the gentleman came back with a request to wire money to an individual who was a friend.

Again,thetellerknewthemansoshehelpedhimwithhiswiretransferrequest. Upon,further

questioning by the bank's security officer after the transfer, it was determined that while the elderly

man called the individual a 'friend," he could not recall his name or additional details about him and

insisted it was part of an investment,

All told, the elderly man wired $70,000 to this individual. This scammer took his time developing a

relationship with the gentlemen and even sent a limousine and a taxi to drive the man to the bankto

execute the wire transfer.

We reached outto the local bank, who was the originator of the cashier's check, and were told that

theyhadclosedouthisaccountbecauseoffraudulentactivity. Wethencontactedthefinancial

institution that was to receive this wire transfer and via a hold harmless agreement, we were able to

return $60,000 to the customer.

At Woodlands Bank, we witness the attempted financial exploitation of our senior customers every

week. So, as you might imagine, we take the issue of elder financial exploitation very seriously. We

make employee training a priority, requiring all employees to take a mandatory annual online training

program developed by a third-party vendor with expertise on the issue of financial exploitation of older

adults and include it as part of the training curriculum for all new employees.

ln 201"1, FinCEN issued guidance that included red flags that could indicate potential elder financial

exploitation as detection tools and included detailed Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) reporting

requirements in order to better track and study this type of fraud. I have included the document with



my written testimony. ln addition, in 2013, the Federal Financial lnstitutions Examination Council issued

guidance on privacy Laws and Reporting Financial Abuse of Older Adultss detailing legally permissible

ways of sharing information when financial exploitation of an older adult has occurred. We follow all of

those guidelines closelY'

we have instituted internal processes and procedures to detect, prevent and respond tothese incidents

and on a daily basis, we ensure that every employee is made aware of the latest scams and fraud

attempts so they can serve as our elderly customers eyes and ears' ln many ways, our staff has honed

skills for detecting and acting on this type of fraud'

When an employee first detectsthe signs of financial exploitation perpetrated on an elderly customer,

they create a report, alert our security officer and engage in conversation with the customer'

To help ensure our custorners don't become victims, our employees reach out to notify them of this

potential fraud. Many times, the customer is gratefulto be alerted, and the crisis is averted' Other

times, the customer cannot be convinced and we must close their account for their own financial safety'

We prepare a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) and notify local law enforcement officers and/or the local

Area Agency on Aging to alert them to the potential fraud'

The pennsylvania Association of Community Bankers (PACB) lists prevention of elder financial

exploitation as one of its top legislative priorities and remains committed to supporting legislative

initiatives to that end. pACB offers webinars on the detection, prevention and reporting of elder

financialexploitation and publishes informationalarticles on the topic of elder abuse in its monthly

award winning magazine, Transactions'

Thank you to the committee for its work on this important legislation' PACB and its community bank

members applaud your efforts to ensure employee training so they will better recognize the signs and

activities related to the potential financial exploitation of older adults and prevent, deter and respond to

suspected cases of financial exploitation of older adults. We also thank you for engaging stakeholders to

create a model program to establish the most comprehensive and effective proBram development'

We also support your efforts to codify a process, with appropriate protections, to take the required

actions necessary to protect the Commonwealth's vulnerable seniors from financial exploitation' We

would ask that when law enforcement or an Area Agency on Aging has a reason to believe financial

exploitation of an older adult might be occurring and requests a financial institution to refuse to

disbursefundsthattheymaketherequestinwriting. Whenincorporatedintothelanguageofthebill,it

would provide a record of the request forthe financial institution and help alleviate customer confusion.

community banks of the commonwealth remain committed to employing all resources at our disposal

to prevent the financial exploitation of the elderly and safeguard the financial well-being of all our

customers.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit written testimony about the community banking industry and

the problem of elder financial exploitation'
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